We present a direct measurement of the parity- 
from the the nal state Zbb coupling directly. The large value of jP e j from a highly polarized electron beam also produces a large raw asymmetry with enhanced sensitivity to A b .
Direct measurements of A b using left-right forward-backward asymmetries have been performed previously by SLD, in which the b quark charge was determined using momentum weighted track charge combined with a lifetime b-tag 1] or the sign of decay leptons 2]. In this paper, we present a new technique for signing the b quark direction using identi ed charged kaons. The basic idea of tagging the parent B=B meson production through the sign of a charged kaon in the B cascade decay chain has been promoted as a major new technique for many future experimental facilities. With the successful operation of the SLD Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detector for particle identi cation, we are able to apply this technique for this b asymmetry measurement. In the remainder of this paper, whenever we discuss the K production from B mesons, the charge conjugate modes are also implied. The kaon sources (a ? d) are therefore`right-sign' sources and (e ? g) arè wrong-sign' sources. Although the K ? tags b-quark at decay, the neutral B meson mixing dilutes the analysing power for tagging b quark at production in a similar manner as for other asymmetry measurement techniques.
Experimental Setup and Monte Carlo Simulation
The operation of the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) with a polarized electron beam has been described previously 3]. During the 1994-1995 running period, SLD recorded 100,000 hadronic Z 0 decays at a mean center of mass energy of 91.26 GeV with a longitudinal electron beam polarization of 77.2 0.6%. Charged particle tracking is provided by the Central Drift Chamber (CDC) 4] and a CCD based pixel vertex detector (VXD) 5], residing within a uniform axial magnetic eld of 0.6T. The track impact parameter resolution in the r (rz) plane is 11 m (37 m) at high momentum and 76 m (80 m) at P sin 3=2 =1 GeV/c. The small and stable SLC interaction point in r is tracked continuously averaging over 30 hadronic Z 0 events, with a resulting e ective event primary vertex resolution of 7 m. The event primary vertex z location is determined event by event with an average precision of 35 m. A more detailed description of the tracking system performance and primary vertex determination can be found in 6]. The Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC) 7] is used for the triggering and selection of the events, as well as for determination of the event thrust axis.
Central to this analysis is the SLD Cerenkov Ring Imaging Detector (CRID) 8] for particle identi cation. The barrel CRID uses liquid C 6 F 14 and gaseous C 5 F 12 as radiators. The Cerenkov photons from both radiators are imaged into time projection chambers (TPC) containing photosensitive gas. This analysis uses data from both barrel CRID gas and liquid radiators for =K=p separation in the 1-20 GeV momentum region, over the polar angle range of cos 0:68. The average detected Cerenkov photon yield for highly relativistic charged particles are 9.2 (12.8) per full ring for gas (liquid) rings. The measured refractive index for the gas (liquid) radiator is 1.00172 (1.282), corresponding to =K=p thresholds of 2.4/8.4/16.0 (0.17/0.62/1.17) GeV/c. The measured gas (liquid) ring angular resolution is 3.8 (13) mrad, consistent with the design value. The barrel CRID was operational with normal high voltage for 92% of the 94-95 data and on average 95% of the detector channels were fully functional. A detailed description of the particle identi cation performance can be found in section 4. ; D s mesons and c baryons are simulated with according to measured exclusively branching ratios as listed in the particle data group review 10]. Some unmeasured decay modes are also included with branching ratios according to expectations from isospin symmetry and decay modes with large measurement errors are adjusted within tolerance to reproduce the observed inclusive particle production rates. The decays of weakly decaying charm baryons other than c are simulated using the JETSET 7.4 heavy avor decay package. The b baryon decay simulation also uses the unmodi ed JETSET 7.4 heavy hadron decay package, while the B meson decay simulation is based on the QQ Monte Carlo program from CLEO 11] . Within this model, the semileptonic B decays are simulated using the ISGW 12] form factor model with a 23% D production fraction, which provides a good description of the CLEO data 13]. The hadronic B decay model was tuned to reproduce the CLEO inclusive measurements of charm meson production 14], charm baryon production 15] and charmonium production 16]. We have adjusted the W fragmentation ss popping fraction and vector/pseudoscalar production ratio in the B decay model, so that the momentum spectra of ; K ; K The MC detector simulation is based on GEANT 3.21, with a detailed geometric and material description of the SLD, and produces data that models the detector response to charged and neutral particles. Simulated Z 0 events are overlaid with noise from events taken on random beam crossings in close time-proximity to each recorded real Z 0 and then processed using the same reconstruction algorithm as for the data. Estimated track r impact parameter resolution < 250 m. Impact parameter to primary vertex <3mm in both r and rz views.
There are 4% more tracks in the MC passing the quality track selection than in the data. This is assumed to be an extra tracking ine ciency not simulated in the MC, so that a correction procedure is used to randomly remove tracks from the MC as a function of track momentum, and cos to match the data.
K Identi cation
To ensure the availability of CRID data for particle identi cation, the track selection for kaon identi cation include the following requirements in addition to the standard quality track selection:
Momentum of track in the range 1 GeV < P < 20 GeV. Track jcos j < 0.67 (0.64) for particle ID with gas (liquid) radiator data.
For the gas radiator data (3-20 GeV), the track is required to have an associated minimum ionizing particle (MIP) signal in the CRID TPC or have a liquid ring with at least 4 hits. Further more, the TPC region where gas ring hits are expected required not to contain too many hits from saturated MIP signals. For the liquid radiator data (1-6 GeV), the track is required to have an associated MIP signal in the CRID TPC if the track is traversing through an active TPC volume.
The fraction of quality tracks in the ducial volume passing the last two selection criteria is 75% (81%) for gas (liquid) data, in good agreement with the fraction of 77% (81%) in the MC.
Charged particle identi cation with the CRID is performed using a likelihood technique 18]. For each of the charged particle hypotheses a likelihood is calculated based upon the number of detected photo-electrons and their measured Cerenkov angles compared to the expectations for this hypothesis. This likelihood calculation takes into account the e ects of locally measured background including that due to overlapping rings. Particle separation is based upon di erences between logarithms of the likelihoods, L ; L K and L P for pion, kaon and proton hypotheses respectively, combining the gas and liquid information. The K candidate tracks are selected requiring L K ?L > 5,4,3 respectively for tracks in the momentum ranges of 1.0-2.5, 2.5-3.0,3.0-20.0 GeV. Proton rejection is made by requiring L K ?L P > ?3. The L K ? L distributions for electrons and muons are very similar to pions for most of the momentum ranges and are included in the \pion" class for all the following discussions on particle identi cation. The L K ?L distribution for tracks in the momentum region 3-7 GeV is shown in Fig.1 as an example. This is in fact the momentum region containing most of the B decay kaons. The main particle ID discrimination in this region comes from the gas radiator threshold e ect, i.e., pions have rings while the momentum is not high enough for kaons and protons to produce Cerenkov light for gas rings.
The asymmetry measurement presented in this paper is relatively insensitive to the e ciency for identifying real kaons, while it is more sensitive to the fraction of other particles (mainly pions) in the kaon candidate sample due to misidenti cation. It can be seen in Fig.1 that the MC simulation of the particle likelihood does not perfectly represent data, so that a calibration of the ! K misidenti cation rate is performed using tracks from identi ed high purity K s ! + ? decays in hadronic Z 0 events, as well as the 3-prong decays in Z 0 ! data events. Charged particles from 3-prong decays are mainly pions, while the decay modes producing kaons sum to a rather small and quite well measured total branching ratio. The track density in 3-prong decays is also similar to the jet environment in hadronic Z 0 events. The ! K mis-ID rates range from 1.5% at low momentum to 8-12% at high momentum. The kaon selection cuts on L K ?L for true ; e; in the MC are adjusted until the ! K mis-ID rate matches that of the data with nominal cuts. These adjustments are su ciently small that the e ect due to the changes in the kaon identi cation e ciency is negligible. We have also checked that the cos dependence of the mis-ID e ects as seen in the calibration data samples agrees with the MC. Since not all B decay tracks necessarily originate from the same vertex, other quality tracks are then tested for compatibility of originating from B decay. The line between the PV and SV is de ned as the vertex axis with a PV to SV distance D. At the 3D point of closest approach to the vertex axis for each quality track, the transverse distance between the axis and the track is denoted as T and the longitudinal distance from PV to this point is denoted as L. Tracks with T <1mm, L >1mm and L=D > 0:25 are included as B decay tracks for the B mass calculation. The above procedure is illustrated in Fig.2 .
All selected B decay tracks are assigned a pion mass to calculate a raw B mass M raw . Kinematic information is then added based on the missing P T calculated from the angle between the vertex axis (B ight direction) and the B decay track momentum sum direction. A minimal missing P T consistent with the PV and SV errors is added to construct a corrected B mass M which greatly enhances the separation between b and udsc events.
This step bene ts from the excellent resolution of both the PV and SV at SLD. A further constraint is placed on the missing P T correction to restrict M < 2M raw to prevent fake uds vertices obtaining excessive missing P T corrections. The event is tagged as a b event when either hemisphere has M > 1:8 GeV. There are 7597 data events satisfying the b-tag requirement corresponding to a b-tag e ciency of 57.7% and a b-purity of 95.5%, with the remaining background mainly being cc events.
Further B decay track selection cuts are made to improve the B decay track purity by requiring T < 0:3mm and 0.5< L=D <5.0. The e ectiveness of the L=D cut for B decay track selection is illustrated in Fig.3 for tracks which have passed particle ID quality cuts in b-tagged. The fraction of true B decay tracks among these selected tracks is 96%, and the primary vertex track fraction is only 1%, while the remaining tracks are from charm decays in cc background or from interactions in the detector material.
The Asymmetry Measurement
The charged kaon identi cation procedure is applied to the selected B decay tracks in the tagged hemispheres. The number of identi ed B decay kaon candidate tracks per tagged event, and the kaon candidate track momentum distributions are shown in Fig.4a and Fig.4b . The candidate track true kaon fraction is shown in Fig.4c as a function of track momentum. The fraction of right sign kaons for candidate tracks in true b events is shown in Fig.4d Since the magnitude of the asymmetry in each cos bin is directly proportional to A b , a common asymmetry scaling factor for all cos bins in the MC is allowed to vary to achieve the best The left-right forward-backward asymmetry distributions for the data and best t MC are shown in Fig.6 .
It should be noted that the above tting procedure using the MC as tting function has e ectively included QCD radiative corrections as generated in the JETSET MC, and has naturally taken into account any analysis bias to the QCD correction. To be consistent with other direct measurements of A b from SLD, we choose to quote our result using the Stav and Olsen 21] 1st order QCD correction calculation taking into account quark mass e ects in the matrix elements. The change in the e ective QCD correction from the JETSET calculation to Stav and Olsen calculation resulted in a correction to A b of +0.3%. The t result including this correction is A b = 0:891 0:083 (stat:).
Systematics
The detector and physics systematic errors are summarized in Table 1 . It should be noted that due to the formulation of the double asymmetry inÃ FB , many detector non uniformity e ects cancel. The most signi cant detector systematic is due to the uncertainty in ! K 
and varied the two rates independently according to the respective experimental errors and added the errors on A b in quadrature. This is in fact a conservative estimate as the dominant systematic errors in the ARGUS measurement contain large common sources between K + and K ? such as K-identi cation e ciency which should cancel when only considering the K + =K ? production ratio as relevant for this measurement. The re-evaluation of the ARGUS results in terms of a production ratio is currently in progress within the ARGUS collaboration.
The MC B u ; B d K momentum spectra in B rest frame are reweighted to match the ARGUS data for both the spectra shape and K + =K ? production ratio. The di erence in spectrum shape between the MC and the ARGUS measurement is taken as a systematic error. For the tagged B decay kaon momentum spectrum in SLD (Fig.4b) , the di erence between data and MC is attributed to a kaon identi cation e ciency uncertainty, which is in turn translated to an error in A b included in the kaon momentum spectrum error.
Due to the rather di erent nature of the B s and b baryon decays, their production rate uncertainties have noticeable e ects on the estimated overall kaon candidate b-quark signing analysing power. In the case of B s decays, not only the K + and K ? tend to be symmetric for either nal state avor, the rapid B s oscillation further randomizes the kaon sign correlation with initial quark avor so that the K + and K ? production is almost completely symmetric. The main source of uncertainty is therefore just the B s production rate. The proton production from b-baryons is a potential source of systematic, due to the limited K/P separation in the CRID gas threshold region and the proton from b-baryon decays tend to be the wrong charge compared to right sign kaons from B mesons. However, the fact that a large fraction of the protons originate from subsequent decays results in a reduced sensitivity since decay tracks tend to fail the quality track selection or the B track selection procedure.
The uncertainty in the charm background fraction is estimated in a similar manner as in Ref. 19] . The very small e ect on R b from the the charm background fraction uncertainty is due to the rather small charm background fraction and the interesting fact that kaons from c ! s have the same sign as those from b ! c ! s such that the magnitude of the raw kaon asymmetries for bb and cc events are very similar. It should be noted that this is in contrast with the jet-charge and lepton nal state tags where the charm backgrounds have the wrong sign compared to the main signal source from b. The charm meson decay kaon yield uncertainties estimated based on the MK-III measurement 22] also has rather small e ects.
The systematic error due to the QCD correction, includes uncertainties in the 2nd order QCD corrections and s , uncertainties in the bias due to selection criteria in the analysis, as well as explicitly evaluated e ects of gluon splitting to heavy quark pairs.
Conclusions
In summary, we have performed a direct measurement of A b from the left-right forwardbackward asymmetry using the highly polarized electron beam at SLC. This measurement demonstrates the e ectiveness of a new technique of nal state b avor tagging using kaons identi ed by the SLD CRID together with a high purity b-tag using the CCD pixel vertex detector. 
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